Important Note: By using this website, or purchasing any of Amber Stevens, LLC’s programs and services,
you are voluntarily agreeing to this Disclaimer and you are legally agreeing that you have read,
understood and fully consent to the terms below. If you have any questions about any of these
disclaimer terms, please do not hesitate to contact Amber Stevens at amber@yourareboundless.com.
You acknowledge that this website is for educational and informational purposes only. You agree that
you are using your own judgment in using the information provided through this website, blog postings,
programs and services, which is done at your own risk. You understand that Amber Stevens is providing
professional advice and insight only to be considered and used at your own personal responsibility.
Amber Stevens is not a medical doctor, therapist or attorney; is not giving medical or mental health
diagnoses or individual advice through this website or programs; and is not responsible for your
personal actions or choices before, during, or after use of this website and programs and services. The
information received on this website is not a substitute for the advice from your own medical or other
professionals. Amber Stevens does not assume responsibility for any information and advice you share
from this website, blog or programs with others. You absolve Amber Stevens, LLC of any liability or loss
that you or your family may incur from your or their use, or non‐use, of the information and programs
provided on this website.
To the fullest extent by law, Amber Stevens, LLC expressly excludes any liability for any direct or indirect
consequences loss or damage incurred by you, or others with whom the information was shared, in
connection with this website, programs and services. By enrolling in, purchasing or using this website,
blogs, programs and affiliated programs through Facebook and all other social media sites or events
affiliated with Amber Stevens, LLC, you agree to this limit of liability and release Amber Stevens, LLC
from any and all claims.
This website, programs and services used real world experiences from actual clients for illustration
purposes only. Testimonials are provided with permission from the client and are an example of their
individual results from using this website, programs or services. Results will vary and are not
guaranteed.
Amber Stevens, LLC may provide links to other websites or businesses. References to other websites or
to the information, opinions, advice, programs, products or services or any other individual, business or
entity does not constitute a formal endorsement. You agree to use your own judgment before applying
any of the information from this or other sites to your own life.
By using this website, or purchasing any of Amber Stevens, LLC’s programs and services, you are
voluntarily agreeing to this above Disclaimer.

